STUDY SEMINAR IN ISRAEL AND JORDAN

Join us April 16th, 12:00 - 1:30 in Kerr 418

Come and listen to the testimonies of our students John Laffoon, Joel Hertzog and Erik Lundeen who participated in the Alumni and Friends Archaeological Study Tour in Israel and Jordan this past January! During this lunch hour (pizza will be provided: first come, first served!), tour directors and members of the GCTS Old Testament Department Drs. Tom and Donna Petter will introduce the planned itinerary for the next scheduled OT 523 Study Seminary in Israel and Jordan in January 2017. Bring a friend and all your questions related to course content, schedule and scholarship options!

The Archaeological Study Tour to Israel truly exceeded my expectations. Without exaggeration I can say that experiencing the land and biblical locations firsthand significantly shaped the way I read the Bible.

Going on the Archaeological Study Tour to Israel and Jordan was a once in a lifetime experience. I’m so grateful that I got to see the land of the Bible at the beginning of my ministry because of how it will inform my teaching, preaching, and ministry as a whole for the rest of my life. The unique thing about a trip like this is that it is not only a great experience while you are actually there seeing the sites but it is also a great experience that keeps on providing insights once you’re home as it makes the text of the Bible come alive.
Joel Hertzog, MDiv 2015

For more information, contact Dr. Tom Petter at tpetter@gordonconwell.edu